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1: Introduction 

In the last decade there has been a large growing collection of opinions on the Internet, and 

especially on social media. This can be quite useful for policymakers, individuals, or 

organizations to understand the needs and problems of societies and formulate effective 

strategies for addressing them. Today many individuals argue there exists a tangible disconnect 

of various companies, figure heads, and politicians with the general population. In particular, the 

younger generation seems to be particularly disconnected. This is evident when browsing social 

networking sites such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Reddit and reading the discussions. 

Quantifying this sentiment is difficult using traditional means. How does one quantify approval 

or disapproval from social media or news sources? Traditional polling methods or study groups 

can be slow, expensive, and sometimes ostracize a portion of the population. For example, 

calling only voters or customers with landlines can result in a poor sample of likely because 

some demographic groups have few landlines. Monitoring social networks represents a potential 

positive addition to the above methods. This method for capturing people’s opinions overcomes 

the low-response rate problem and other problems that can arise from polling. People that use 

social networks naturally express their preferences in online discussions without being exposed 

to direct questions. This data can be collected with machine learning through sentiment analysis. 

Sentiment analysis is the use of natural language processing to systematically identify, extract, 

quantify, and study subjective information. My hope is that through deep learning sentiment 

analysis policymakers, individuals, or organizations can more effectively take calculated actions 

and create policies in line with public sentiment. 

 



2: Methodology 

Part 1 

There were two main goals to this research: the part 1 was designing, coding, training a 

sentiment analysis model that is around 80% to 95% accurate. The second goal was to use a very 

large existing pretrained language model on a reddit and twitter dataset to find insides on a topic. 

For the first goal, there a few main steps I took to doing sentiment analysis using deep learning. 

The first step was to find a high quality labeled dataset to train and test on. For training and 

testing I used the popular labeled dataset Stanford Sentiment Treebank SST-2 [1]. This dataset 

contains 215,154 phrases with fine-grained sentiment labels in the parse trees of 11,855 

sentences from movie reviews. Each sentence is labeled with a 1 or 0 corresponding to a positive 

or negative sentiment shown below (Figure 1).  

 

  

 

 

 

 

The next step is formatting the data to be used is the transformer. I used a Tokenizer which is the 

process of converting text into tokens before transforming it into vectors of numbers shown 

below (Figure 2). After that I needed to add some padding so that all the inputs are the same size.  

Figure 1: SST-2 dataset training 



 

 

 

 

 

 

I then feed in the training and test data into a transformer. More specifically a type of transformer 

called BERT, which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 

(BERT) [2]. It is a way of learning representations of a language that uses a transformer, 

specifically, the encoder part of the transformer. In the BERT paper the base model is a 12-layer, 

768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameter neural network architecture. I was able to get good 

results using an architecture similar to DistilBERT (6-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 66M 

parameters) [3]. Below is a basic diagram of BERT (Figure 3). The large models discussed can 

also be compared in the table below (Figure 5). Lastly I used logistic regression. Logistic 

regression is a statistical analysis method to predict a binary outcome, such as yes or no, based 

on prior observations of a data set.  Logistic regression equation shown below (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Tokenizer diagram 

Figure 5: Models Compared  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 2 

For part 2 I wanted to use a very large pretrained model on data from reddit and twitter. The 

topic I was going to collect data on and do analysis on with machine learning was Elon Musk 

taking over twitter. My hope is that with enough data from twitter and reddit I can quantify how 

people feel about the change in leadership. Thankfully there is an API in place for both twitter 

and reddit so there is no need for time consuming web scraping. Researchers need to create a 

developer account to get access with their 2 individualized keys. For twitter it was less straight 

forward. There is a lengthy process of creating developer account and submitting a request 

explaining why you want access to the API. There are different tiers of access you get with 

twitter: Essential, Elevated, and Academic Research. I was able to get access to Elevated which 

allowed me to collect data in a semi-limited way. I was able to collect data by saving tweets 

using the key words “Elon + Musk +Twitter”. I accessed a limited number of tweets from each 

Figure 3: BERT  

Figure 4: Logistic Regression 



hour of each day for the past few days. Overall I collected almost 14,000 tweets associated with 

the above keywords and stored them in a csv file. I then cleaned the dataset so it could be 

tokenized for the model. For reddit, I looked at the top 250 upvoted posts in the last week with 

the keywords being “Elon + Musk +Twitter” [18]. Then I collected to top 20 upvoted comments 

in each of those posts and stored them in a csv file. It ended up being totaling about 5200 

comments. Similarly to the twitter dataset I cleaned it so it could be properly tokenized.  

The large pretrained Model I chose to use is called RoBERTa (figure 5) which is a robustly 

optimized method for pretraining natural language processing (NLP) systems that improves on 

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [16]. I looked at a specific RoBERTa 

model trained on a twitter dataset [17]. I was able to download the model and similarly to my 

costume model it predicts with a confidence percentage if the sentence is positive or negative. 

Only difference with RoBERTa is it also predicts neutral sentiment in addition to negative or 

positive. I tested the pretrained model on the two datasets I created. 

 

3: Results 

Part 1 

My results with the custom model on the Stanford Sentiment Treebank SST-2 using 5000 

sentences with a train test split of 80/20 was around 86% accuracy (Figure 5). This means 86% 

of the time the model can accurately predict if a opinion or statement was positive or negative. 

This is surprisingly good as I was limited with my personal computer in terms of training. I am 

confident I can improve that accuracy with more training data and tuning the model parameters 

however this will definitely require a much more powerful computer system as mine was pushed 



to its limit. For comparison state of the art models (that are much larger) trained with multiple 

top of the line GPUs has an accuracy of around 95%. The sentences it had most trouble with 

seemed to be the ones with mixed sentiment ending in negative. Also, sentences that were 

sarcastic or joking in nature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 2 

For the part 2 results were very interesting to say the least. And again the test data was collected 

by searching key words “Elon + Musk +Twitter” to get a sense of how people feal about the 

change in leadership.  Specifically, for reddit it was the top 20 comments of the 250 posts related 

to the key words over the last week. For reddit the results were out of 5187 comments, 2310 

were negative, 2349 were neutral, and 528 were positive (Figure 6). There were almost 4.5x 

more negative comments than positive. So it seems obvious from the reddit community that most 

are not happy with Elon taking over. To better visualize the kinds of things people are saying I 

created a word cloud (Figure 7). Also shown below are the results table with confidence 

Figure 5: Custom Model Predictions (86%) 



percentages (Figure 8). What we can deduce from this is twitter may feel some push back or 

people leaving the platform with the reddit crowd if sentiment stays like this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results for twitter posts were noticeably less polarizing with 3856 negative, 7876 neutral, 

and 2000 positive (Figure 9). Although there were much less polarizing negative posts about 

Elon taking over, there were still almost 2x as many negative posts as positive. I also included 

the table of results (Figure 11) and a word cloud for visualizing the most commonly used words 

Figure 6: Top Reddit Comments Sentiment  Figure 7: Top Reddit Comments WordCloud 

Figure 8: Top Reddit Comments Results Table  



they used (Figure 10). Overall, the sentiment between reddit and twitter seems to be pretty 

negative. Reddit had much more negative things to say than twitter and twitter is noticeably more 

neutral on the subject compared to reddit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Twitter Posts Sentiment Figure 10: Twitter Posts Sentiment 

Figure 11: Twitter Posts Results Table 



4: Summary and Future Work 

A possible next step is getting access to twitters higher level API that will allow more open use 

and more access to tweets and further back in history [14]. I could also try other large models to 

see if I get similar results. I would also like to look at other ways of visualizing the data. That 

could look like weighting the result by the confidence percentage. It could look like, coming up 

with a smart way of combining sentiment analysis with word cloud. Maybe sorting the 

comments into negative and positive then making the word cloud from each to get an idea why 

people are positive or negative. Something that would be interesting is turning it into a live 

tracker that updates every day on public sentiment on people, topics, or organizations that the 

user specifies. This could be around a social movement such as BLM or political issues such as 

abortion. It could also track public sentiment on certain government officials, especially someone 

running for office. This could be something someone check every morning like they do the 

weather. If someone was pursuing stock trading sentiment analysis like this could be extremely 

valuable tool to have. A lot of securities on the stock market react to public sentiment especially 

with certain volatile securities like crypto currencies.  

Overall, my research has found that the reaction to Elon Musk taking over twitter has been 

largely negative. Reddit users had much more negative things to say than twitter users and twitter 

users were noticeably more neutral on the subject compared to reddit users. Reddit had about 

4.5x more negative comments than positive and twitter had almost 2x as many negative posts as 

positive. However, a potential issue with this research is it fails to take into account bots or fake 

users. This is mostly an issue with twitter since the reddit posts are sorted by upvotes it is 

possible to sort out the spam or bots. Twitter has a hug issue with bot accounts so its easy to see 



how this could skew the data. Additionally, people with means can and have bought bot accounts 

to promote or get momentum going around chosen ideas.  
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